commercial environment
hardware innovations

gallery collection
This unique offering of under mount and wall mount hooks not only provides superior functionality but also creates a sophisticated look, through consistency in finish, color and design.

**UNDER MOUNT**

- **DOUBLE**
  - matte nickel
  - SA364MN
- **TRIPLE**
  - matte nickel
  - SA365MN
- **WARDROBE**
  - matte nickel
  - SA366MN

**WALL MOUNT**

- **SINGLE**
  - matte nickel
  - SA361MN
- **DOUBLE**
  - matte nickel
  - SA362MN
- **SCHOOLHOUSE**
  - matte nickel
  - SA363MN

**NO**

- mismatched finishes, colors and styles...
- cast metal hooks that break and leave sharp, dangerous edges...
- undersize mounting fasteners... ours are #10 large size!

**NO need to sacrifice beauty for functionality and durability...**

*STEVENS ADVANTAGE gallery collection has it all!*